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EuroSTEAM project, launched in September 2016,
is almost at the end, but this exciting journey has
not finished.
 
In this e-bulletin you can read about the recent
EuroSTEAM progress from January until June
2019 and discover what comes next. 
 
Keep an eye on our social media pagefor more
news on EuroSTEAM.
 
 

THE ONLINE TOOLKIT

https://www.facebook.com/eurosteamproject/


STEAM DAY EVENT

www.eurosteamproject.eu

Explora hosted the STEAM DAY on 18th March 2019, an event for disseminating the results

from the project with speeches, panel sessions and workshops addressed to teachers and

principals of Primary and Secondary Schools, researchers, museum experts, Universities

professors and students. 88 participants from Italy, Europe and USA had the opportunity to

participate in a plenary session with speeches by FEI Future Education Institute and INDIRE

(Istituto Nazionale di Documentazione, Innovazione e Ricerca Educativa), followed by panels

by Thomas More University of Applied Sciences and University of Milano-Bicocca -

Department of Human Sciences for Education “R. Massa” alongside demonstration activities

from the EuroSTEAM IO2 and workshops on STEAM Education. A preview of the

EuroSTEAM Online Toolkit had also been presented to participants.

A great success!



EUROSTEAM MEETING IN BELFAST

www.eurosteamproject.eu

The sixth and final partner meeting was carried out in Belfast on 19th-20th June

2019 hosted by the South West College. The Intellectual Output 3 "Online

Toolkit" was finally presented by South West College to all the partners in order

to launch it online. The event involved a demonstration of the resources that

can be found on the online toolkit and examples of how they can be transferred

to the classroom. We also had a look at some of the technology that can be

used to teach various areas of STEAM.

This event was a preview of what dissemination activities will be delivered to

Northern Ireland teachers and educators at the end of August.

Location: Northern Ireland
Date: June 2019



THE ONLINE TOOLKIT

www.eurosteamproject.eu

We have produced the online toolkit which will act as a library for educators
throughout Europe to access if they need to run a STEAM based lesson or
workshop within their classroom. This is an open source platform which is

freely available to use for students and teachers.
What comes next? The Online toolkit is open to everybody wants to contribute

further resources to our page, just by contacting us.


